EVP & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HEALTH EVOLUTION FORUM
Location Flexible – Position Posted September 22, 2020
About Us
Health Evolution brings together a passionate community of chief executives, presidents, founders,
board chairs, policymakers and other top industry leaders. We engage our community by convening inperson gatherings, publishing insights, and analyzing information that helps industry leaders accelerate
progress, develop opportunities, and shape new strategies. We support executives seeking to create a
high quality and efficient healthcare system based on prevention, affordability, access, equity, and
outcomes for people and their communities.
About the Role
The EVP & Executive Director will lead all aspects of the Health Evolution Forum, a new collaboration
among nearly 200 CEOs and executives of payer, provider, and life sciences companies and other
thought leaders designed to drive near-term, industry-wide impact in health care. The Forum consists of
Roundtables of 50-100 Fellows focused on broad areas of change, which are then organized into Work
Groups of 15-20 Fellows to work on specific topics to generate reports and recommendations. Current
Roundtables include New Models of Care Delivery, Next Generation IT in Health Care, and Community
Health and Advancing Health Equity.
The EVP & Executive Director is responsible for driving the high-level strategy of the Forum in
collaboration with other management team members, fostering relationships with senior executives and
thought leaders in the health care industry to bring on new Fellows and underwriters, and hiring and
managing a team to support the work of the Roundtables and Work Groups. Some specific duties
include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Working with Leadership Fellows (partner CEOs and thought leaders) to drive the high-level
strategy of each Roundtable
Meeting with key industry leaders to recruit them to participate as Leadership Fellows or
Fellows in the Forum
Assuming P&L responsibility for the Forum, including developing and implementing strategies
for increasing revenue through underwriting agreements and launching new Roundtables
Hiring, training, and managing personnel to handle the work of the Roundtables and Work
Groups
Collaborating with other management team members to support a seamless and integrated
experience for Fellows across all Health Evolution products including the Summit and Insights
Developing KPIs, setting a vision and goals for team members, and tracking progress towards
goals and metrics

What We’re Looking For
We are looking for candidates with significant and broad experience across different sectors of the
health care industry for this role. Some specific things we are looking for include:
▪

Experience: You have 20+ years of health care industry experience in strategy, business
development, or similar roles that involve significant interaction with senior executives and
thought leaders and thoughtful analysis of high-level strategic issues. Experience at a best
practices advisory firm is a large plus.

▪

Influence: You demonstrate a high level of collaboration and strong influencing skills and are
able to move groups of people with various interests towards consensus and meaningful action.

▪

Passion: You are intellectually curious and have a very strong interest in understanding and
developing tackling complex, cross-industry challenges in healthcare.

▪

Communication skills: You’re an excellent and structured verbal and written communicator with
effective presentation and platform skills.

▪

Leadership: You’ve led successful initiatives and teams, engaging key stakeholders across
business functions and all the way up the organizational ladder.

▪

Exceptional problem-solving capability: You have a proven track record of solving complex
problems using data and business judgment, thinking creatively, and using data to tell a story to
influence stakeholders.

▪

Drive / self-sufficiency: You have a demonstrated ability to own a problem and aggressively
drive from problem statement to solution in a self-sufficient capacity; you operate with a sense
of urgency and can excel in an execution-focused startup environment.

▪

Strong core values: You demonstrate integrity, collaboration, a no-limits mindset, objectivity,
and consistent results using global best practices.

▪

Travel: You are able to attend the annual Summit in April of each year and otherwise travel as
required up to 20% of the time.

How to Apply
Please send a copy of your resume to Caleb Flint at calebf@healthevolution.com.

